THE   AUTHORS' APPRECIATION
and scenic enjoyment. These mighty airliners, where you may
sit at ease as you might in your arm-chair at home, sail grace-
fully through tumbled clouds or tropics, giving you peeps of
wonderful lands, and have reduced air travel to a fine art.
In planning an expedition there are legal questions to be con-
sidered and there may be something for the lawyers to wrangle
over. We entrusted our legal fortunes to Messrs. Baddeleys and
right well they justified die selection.
Messrs. Thomas Cook & Son were the honorary agents of
the expedition and their ways and means relieved us of many
details and ensured the maximum of efficiency in delivery of the
mass of material we had; indeed, it was inspiring to note what
could be accomplished under their arrangements.
In the matter of finance we were accorded die knowledge and
experience of Messrs. Deloitte Plender Griffiths & Co., who
handled our accounts, helped us to adjust our finance and to
keep a record of the various and complicated payments we had
to make, and steered us dirough many intricacies.
Messrs. Pry, of chocolate fame, as will have been seen, lent us
one of their light aeroplanes that acted in many capacities,
particularly as a scout for die big Westlands. We were armed
with chocolates which travel seems to decree should be carried
when on such a venture as ours; we found them an attractive
greeting for those guests who dropped in on us at the base and
elsewhere, besides helping to sustain us in the flights over the
world's highest mountains.
No expedition would be complete without a record of
impressions taken down on the spot, so that is why we carried
a dictaphone. For this purpose we found it invaluable and
dictaphones ought to be, like the fresh air, at every man's door.
There was die problem, of motor transport, linking Purnea
with die aerodrome, die advanced emergency landing-ground,
and other points at varying distances, over rough and indifferent
tracks, for which we chose the Vauxhall car. Some of us had
used this car in previous expeditions and it had never let us
down. Incidentally, some of the roads we went over were
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